New PhD programme in Brain and Artificial Intelligence
IISc Bangalore

Apply at
http://admissions.iisc.ac.in
Deadline: 23 March 2020

Contact
office.bai@iisc.ac.in

Website
http://brain-computation.iisc.ac.in

Who can apply
Anyone with an MSc or equivalent degree in any branch of Sciences or BE/BTech or equivalent degree in any discipline or a 4-year Bachelor of Science degree.

Areas of Research
Brain Inspired Artificial Intelligence; Machine Learning; Signal Processing; Theoretical and Computational Neuroscience; Cellular, Systems and Cognitive Neuroscience; Sensory Systems: Vision, Speech; High-Level Cognitive Processes: Learning, Attention, Decision Making; Brain machine Interfaces; Neuromorphic Computation, Neuromorphic Hardware

Participating Departments